Now Available on DVD & Blu-Ray

The Batman 2022 Two years of stalking the streets as the Batman, striking fear
into the hearts of criminals, has led Bruce Wayne deep into the shadows of
Gotham City. With only a few trusted allies amongst the city's corrupt network of
officials and high-profile figures, the lone vigilante has established himself as the
sole embodiment of vengeance amongst his fellow citizens. When a killer targets
Gotham's elite with a series of sadistic machinations, a trail of cryptic clues sends
the World's Greatest Detective on an investigation into the underworld, where he
encounters Selina Kyle/aka Catwoman, Oswald Cobblepot/aka the Penguin,
Carmine Falcone, and Edward Nashton/aka the Riddler. As the evidence begins to
lead closer to home and the scale of the perpetrator's plans becomes clear,
Batman must forge new relationships, unmask the culprit, and bring justice to the
abuse of power and corruption that has long plagued Gotham City. Warner
Good Burger 25th Anniversary Steelbook Kenan & Kel are serving up Laughs!
They're the good guys in Good Burger, a zany comedy inspired by the popular Kel
routine from Nickelodeon's series All That. Can fast-food counter dudes Ed (Kel
Mitchell) and Dexter (Kenan Thompson) battle big business? That's the order of
the day when Mondo Burger's high-tech hamburger haven opens across the
street from the tiny Good Burger diner. Catch up with the gags as Ed and Dexter
scramble to save their jobs and stop Mondo Burger's bid for fast-food
domination! Co-starring Sinbad and featuring cameos by hoopster Shaquille O'
Neal, funkster George Clinton and others, Good Burger is one tasty comedy. The
GOOD BURGER Blu-ray SteelBook includes the original “Good Burger” sketch from
“All That” and access to a digital copy of the film. The film was originally released
on July 25, 1997. Paramount
I'm Charlie Walker Based on a true story, Mike Colter stars as trucking and
construction entrepreneur Charlie Walker. In 1971, two oil tankers violently
collided off the San Francisco Coast spilling millions of gallons of crude oil
creating an environmental disaster. Against all odds, Charlie was able to secure
one of the most lucrative contracts to clean the coastline that threatened much
of the San Francisco Bay. With only three trucks, an incredible work ethic and a
whole lot of heart, the film recounts the racial discrimination Walker endured as
he tries to save the coastline all while fighting institutional racism from the very
company that hired him in the first place. Shout Studio
Star Trek Lower Decks Season 2 follows their adventures as they deal with
changes in group dynamics, chasing promotions, and tons of sci-fi missions.
Helming the ship is “Captain Carol Freeman” voiced by Dawnn Lewis (“The Rich &
the Ruthless”), alongside “Commander Jack Ransom” voiced by Jerry O’Connell
(“Billions''); “Lieutenant Shaxs” voiced by Fred Tatasciore (“American Dad!”);
“Doctor T’Ana” voiced by Gillian Vigman (“New Girl''); “Lieutenant Billups” voiced
by Paul Scheer (“The League”); and “Lieutenant Kayshon” voiced by Carl Tart
(“Jimmy Kimmel Live!”). The Blu-ray and DVD includes every episode from the
action-packed second season, along with over an hour of special features, such as
animatics, exclusive featurettes and easter eggs, including: A Sound Foundation The first season of Lower Decks earned an Emmy nomination for Outstanding
Sound Editing for a (half-hour) Comedy or Drama Series, or Animation for the
episode “No Small Parts”. As sound for an animated series is particularly important,
go behind the scenes in an interview with the team that creates the dynamic
audio for Lower Decks while they discuss how they bring the series to life. Lower
Decktionary: Season Two - The start of Season Two sees our heroes separated by
death and distance. In this featurette, take a deep dive into all things Season Two
through interviews with the producers, cast and creatives about developing and
executing the characters’ journeys in the second season. Paramount
11th Hour Cleaning a group of crime scene cleaners who struggle to escape a
murder house. After becoming trapped by an ancient Nordic demon hell-bent on
driving them insane, they must face their most personal regrets and fears through
horrific hallucinations. As they uncover what truly happened to the murder
victims, they struggle to escape their own deaths by finding and destroying
pieces of a relic from Norse mythology that gives the demon power. Screen Media
Yellowjackets Season One "Yellowjackets" tells the narrative of a team of wildly
talented high-school girls soccer players who survive a plane crash deep in the
Ontario wilderness. The series chronicles their descent from a complicated but
thriving team to warring, cannibalistic clans, while also tracking the lives they
have attempted to piece back together. Sophie Nélisse, Jasmin Savoy Brown,
Sophie Thatcher and Sammi Hanratty star as the teenagers, while Melanie
Lynskey, Tawny Cypress, Christina Ricci and Juliette Lewis portray their adult
counterparts as they reveal the truth about their survival 25 years later. Showtime
/ Paramount
The Duke is set in 1961 when Kempton Bunton (Jim Broadbent), a 60-year-old
taxi driver, stole Goya’s portrait of the Duke of Wellington from the National
Gallery in London. It was the first (and remains the only) theft in the Gallery’s
history. Kempton sent ransom notes saying that he would return the painting on
condition that the government agreed to provide television for free to the elderly.
What happened next became the stuff of legend. Only 50 years later did the full
story emerge — a startling revelation of how a good man set out to change the
world and, in so doing. Sony

